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BACKGROUND 

The Minnesota Department of Agriculture adopted new 
rules and regulations covering the labeling of fresh meats in re
tail stores in December 1973. These regulations are in response 
to the appearance of many "fanciful" or nondescriptive names 
on fresh meat labels which resulted in consumer confusion at 
the meat counter. 

Surveys conducted by the United States Department of 
Agriculture and the National Livestock and ~eat Board indi~at
ed that a perplexing array of names were being used to describe 
fresh meat cuts; i.e., over 350 names to describe 44 basic cuts 
of beef. The· pro I iteration of names describing identical cuts of 
meat occurring in different regions of the United States, in dif
ferent stores in the same neighborhoods, and even in the same 
counter of the same store, led to the development of a simple 
uniform code of retail meat cut names by the National Live
stock and Meat Board's Industry Wide Cooperative Meat Iden
tification Standards Committee. 

After a public hearing, important portions of this system 
of retail meat cut nomenclature were adopted by Minnesota 
Department of Agriculture Regulati<;>n.1685. 

REGULATIONS 

Provisions 

The new fresh meat labeliflg regulations apply to all pre
packaged cuts of beef, pork, lamb; imd veal._ The re~ul atio~s 
require the foHowing informati.on on the primary price/weight 
label. 

Labels on Fresh Meat 

The species of the meat: beef, pork, lamb, or veal. 

The primal or wholesale cut. 
Beef-Chuck, Rib, Loin, Round, Shank, Plate, Brisket, 

Flank 
Pork-Shoulder, Loin, Leg 
Veal-Shoulder, Rib, Loin, Leg, Breast, Shank 
Lamb-Shoulder, Breast, Shank, Rib, Loin, Leg 

The standardized name for the retail cut of meat. 

Figure 1 illustrates a price/weight meat cut label in com
pliance with the new fresh meat labeling regulations. 

Prohibit ions 

The Minnesota fresh meat labeling regulations specifically 
prohibit the use of "fanciful" or nondescriptive names such as 
Family, Dinner, His and Hers, Manhattan, Premium, Sandwich, 
Bronco, Penthouse, Charcoal, Ranch, Texas, Minute, Pan, Holly
wood, Delmonico, New York, California, Bread and Butter, 
Saratoga, Boston, on the price/weight meat cut label. However, 
the regulations do not prohibit stickers bearing fanciful names 
from being placed elsewhere on the meat package. 

Fanciful names, though colorfully descriptive, give no 
. help in identifying the cut of meat. The use of fanciful names 
gives no assurance to consumers that the same cut of meat will 
be used to prepare the fancifully named meat cut in different 
stores. Fanciful names are often misleading by suggesting a 
method of cooking not suited to the actual cut of meat-i.e., 
blade chuck steak sold as "charcoal" steak probably will be quite 
tough if prepared by dry heat charcoal broiling. 

Figure 1. Price/weight meat cut label (enlarged) 

LBS. NET 
WEIGHT 

0.0 

TOTAL PRICE 

$0.00 

PRICE PER 
POUND 

0.00 

Species -t-------------. BEEF CHUCK.,_ _____________ --+ Primal Cut 

7-BONE POT ROAST +----------1- Retail Cut 



Exemptions 

The ffesh meat labeling regulations do not require primal 
or wholesale rut information on cube steak, stew meat, cutlets, 
soup bones, neck bones, hocks, feet, side ribs, side pork, jowl, 
bacon, ham, Canadian bacon, and salt pork. 

Unpackaged meats displayed in a service counter need not 
be labeled in accordance with the new Fresh Meat Labeling reg
ulations. These fresh meat cuts can be accurately identified by 
the butcher (or other meat worker) tending the meat service 
counter. Placards, if used to identify unpackaged-meat cuts, 
may not include any fanciful names. 

The new meat labeling regulations apply only to retail 
stores and do not extend to restaurant menus. 

USING THE NEW MEAT LABELING REGULATIONS 

Use the species information to tell at a glance the kind of 
meat you are buying-beef, pork, lamb, or veal. 

Use the primal or wholesale cut information to determine 
where the meat comes from on the animal. Knowing the 
primal cut can serve as a guide to selecting the best cook-

ery method for a specific cut of meat. Figure 2 shows 
the primal cuts of be~f and appropriate cookery methods. 

Use the standardized retail cut to accurately identify the 
cut of meat. As consumers become familiar with the 
standardized retail meat cut names, they wil I be assured 
of getting the specific cut of meat they desire when se-
1 ecting from prepackaged fresh meats. 

For a complete list of all acceptable names of retail meat 
cuts in Minnesota, obtain Extension Bulletin 393 "Names of 
Retail Meat Cuts" from your local county Extension office. 

BENEFITS TO CONSUMERS 

Consumers now have a more accurate description of pre
packaged fresh meats. The information of the price/weight 
label helps consumers make better judgments about the relative 
costs of different meat cuts and helps them select the best 
possible cooking method for a particular cut of meat. The 
removal of the fanciful names from the price/weight label has 
helped prevent consumer deception about meat cuts. 

Figure 2. Primal cuts of beef and cooking guidelines 

Chuck (moist heat) 

Shank (moist heat) 

Rib (dry heat) Loin (dry heat) 

Brisket 
(moist heat) 

Plate 
(moist heat) 

Moist heat methods 

braising 

stewing 

steaming 

foil wrapped 

cooking .bags 

Loin (dry heat) 

Flank 
(moist heat) 

Rou~d (moist heat) 

*Drawing adapted from National Live Stock and Meat Board. 

Dry heat methods 

broiling 

roasting 

pan frying 

deep fat frying 
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